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Sentiment Analysis for Arabizi in Whatsapp and Social 

Media 

 

Taha Tobaili 

 

ABSTRACT 

 

With the vast increase of social media users over the past few years, millions of product 

reviews are discussed and posted in online forums and social media such as Facebook 

and Twitter. There are many applications for sentiment analysis and opinion mining in 

which governments or stock market observers use social media data to study the opinion 

of the public and predict election results or stock fluctuations. This is also useful for 

companies to collect feedback on their product releases. Filling rating surveys is no 

longer efficient when we have a free growing database full of the public’s opinion. It is 

therefore intuitive to make use of the social media’s textual data to build an automated 

software that predicts the sentiment of the public; however the challenge arises in 

analyzing informal languages. Most sentiment analysis research and progress is 

currently conducted in formal English. One major challenge is applying sentiment 

analysis techniques onto other languages. With approximately four million tweets posted 

daily in several Arabizi dialects, an informal Arabic whereby sentences are written using 

English alpha numerals e.g. Yalla 7abibi,  it is very useful to have a data mining tool that 

can analyze the sentiment of Twitter users in the Arab world. We took the initiative to 

make use of this abundance of data by analyzing it and predicting sentiment. Applying 

the same sentiment analysis techniques that are used on English for Arabic is not a 

simple task due to their semantic and structural differences, and because Arabic is a rich 

morphological language. Informal Arabic lacks standardization and has no grammar, 

thus sentimental analysis in this area is considered a complex process. Sentiment 
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Analysis for Arabic has been studied for MSA (Modern Standard Arabic) but rarely for 

informal Arabic, and non-existent for Arabizi; whereas most of the youth in Lebanon 

text in Arabizi claiming that it is easier than texting in Arabic. The prevalence of this 

expanding linguistic trend motivated us to target this NLP challenge. In this study, we 

created a novel Lexicon of around 10,000 informal opinion words using regular 

expressions to match over 50,000 words. We also created an algorithm that lemmatizes 

Arabizi words, and classifies input sentences into positive, negative or neutral 

categories. We collected around 400,000 Lines of Arabizi data from Whatsapp, 

Facebook, and Twitter. We filtered them and tested a small sample across our classifier 

achieving 80% classification accuracy. The dialect chosen for the lexicon is Lebanese, 

our native language.  

 

Keywords: Sentiment Analysis, Natural Language Processing, Lexical-Based 

Classification. 
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Chapter One 

Introduction 
 

1.1 Sentiment Analysis 

 

Sentiment analysis or opinion mining is a subfield of NLP; natural language processing 

that aims at analyzing user’s subjective texts to predict sentiment. Sentiment analysis on 

online reviews has become increasingly popular; a multidisciplinary research that 

includes NLP, computational linguistics, information retrieval, machine learning and 

artificial intelligence [1]. Unlike in other computing disciplines that deal with human 

emotion, in this research we aim to measure or find the polarity of textual data by 

classifying it into one of three categories positive, negative, or neutral regardless of the 

emotion involved e.g. delight, fear, disgust, joy, anger etc. 

 

Companies can make good use of sentiment analysis to keep an eye on what people are 

saying about their products in the social media such as: Twitter and Facebook. With that, 

companies can improve their products and marketing strategies to fit into their 

customers’ needs. Also, companies can cater their products based on specific customers’ 

online sentiment. For example, a company that manufactures smart phones and sells 

them worldwide may realize, from sentiment analysis tools, that their customers in 

Europe are satisfied with their products but their customers in Bangladesh are not 

satisfied with the battery life of the smart phones, due to the heavy use of video calls in 

that region.  Having an automated software that can mine the public’s opinion will 

certainly help governments to know how people are reacting to the new laws, leaders, 

governors, or situations where they can predict that a riot is about to happen. Sectors 

with emergency units can also know about incidents through sentiment monitoring tools 

in order to rush to the scene right after a harmful occurrence. This would enhance safety 

protocols in various areas that have a high frequency of crimes and attacks, since we live 
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in a world where people take pictures of such incidents and upload them to social media 

prior to calling for help. 

  

Sentiment analysis has been studied intensively for English and Chinese and not until 

recently this field started advancing for Arabic. In this work, we studied sentiment 

analysis for Arabizi, a transliteration of Arabic into English. Arabizi is an informal 

language widely used in social media in the Arab region where users write Arabic 

sentences using English alpha numerals. Despite the fact that this form of language is 

very common among Arabs in chat and social media, we have found no other work that 

involves sentiment analysis for Arabizi. In a survey titled: Key Issues in Conducting 

Sentiment Analysis on Arabic Social Media Text, they mentioned two problems that have 

not been addressed before: the use of dialect and Arabizi [12]. 

 

 

1.2 Arabizi 

 

The word Arabizi is originated from the portmanteau of Arabic and Englizi.
1
 Arabizi is 

very common in the Arab world, for it is used by most youth and the new generation; 

they claim that texting in Arabizi is easier and faster than texting in Arabic, and that 

texting in Arabic is not technologically friendly [2], referring to mobile phones that lack 

Arabic keyboards. While most English alphabet is replaced by the closest phoneme from 

the Arabic alphabet, people also adopt English numerals to replace some Arabic letters 

that do not share any phonemes from English such as: لوح /7ilo/nice. The Arabic letter ح 

is replaced by the number 7. Dialect and Arabizi can be considered as a single linguistic 

challenge in sentiment analysis, because Arabizi users text in dialectal Arabic and not in 

MSA, modern standard Arabic. MSA is the formal Arabic that is understood and taught 

among all Arabs. It is very uncommon to witness MSA written in English alpha 

numeric. For this work, we created a lexicon of informal opinion Arabizi words and a set 

of linguistic rules. We chose Lebanese, our native language, to be the dialect of the 

words in the lexicon. 

                                                             
1 Englizi: means English. Pronounced “Englizi” in Arabic. 
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Dialect is very important in Arabic text classification. For example, the Egyptian 

language has different morphemes than the Lebanese language; thus, a sentiment 

analysis tool for MSA or Lebanese dialect Arabic would perform poorly against 

Egyptian text. However, a Lebanese dialect sentiment classifier would perform better 

with similar Levant dialects such as Syrian or Palestinian.  In the following table we 

present some differences among several dialects for the word phrase: Very Nice in 

Arabizi. 

 

 

Arabic is naturally rich in diacritics, small signs written above or below a letter to 

indicate the way it is pronounced; adding, removing, or changing a diacritic in a word 

might change its meaning. Also, Arabic is rich in morphology, the scientific study of 

forms and structure of words in a language [3]. Morphemes are suffixes, prefixes, 

infixes, and circumfixes. Sentiment analysis for Arabizi is expected to be a bit simpler 

than Arabic because Arabizi is a diacritics-free text.  However, Arabizi lacks standard 

orthography; there is no standard way of expressing words informally. People tend to 

text in different ways; the following textual expressions are different forms of writing 

the same word,   صحتين/sa7tein/bon apetit: 

sa7tein, sa7ten, sahten, sa7tayn, s7tein. 

Arabic Arabizi Dialect 

 Jameela Jiddan MSA جويلت جدا

 7elwe Ktir Lebanese حلوة كتير

 7ilwa Marra Saudi حلوة هرة

  7ilwa Wayed Emirati حلوة وايد

 7ilwa 2awi Egyptian حلوة أوي

 Jmeel Barcha Tunisian جويل برشا 

Table 1: Five Different Arabic Dialects 
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Unlike English or Arabic, Arabizi word lexicon or a Treebank
2
 does not exist. Another 

significant challenge is that we are dealing with a jargon that is full of typos, 

grammatical mistakes, exaggerations, sarcasm, etc... 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                             
2 Treebank: A linguistically annotated corpus that includes some grammatical analysis beyond the part-of-

speech level. 
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Chapter Two 

Literature Review 
 

 

Sentiment Analysis, a Natural Language Processing field has been studied for a long 

time on various types of data including long and short documents, SMS and chat text, 

Facebook and Twitter, and comments in blogs. We have found few papers where 

informal textual data is analyzed in English, and many papers about Sentiment Analysis 

for Arabic, but none for Arabizi. Thus, in this work we present a proof of a new concept, 

Sentiment Analysis for Arabizi. 

 

G. Paltoglou et. al, presented a similar work about sentiment analysis for informal 

textual communication in cyberspace [4]; unlike social media and blogs they focused 

their work on the text in 3d avatar and video games communication. They used lexical-

based and machine learning classification; however, the set of challenges that they 

worked around is minimal for informal text as they only considered negation, 

capitalization and exclamation marks; all of these challenges are considered along with 

others in our work, described later on.  

 

J. Bhaskar et. al, presented a work about sentiment analysis for informal textual 

communication in social media where they focused on intensifiers in text such as: 

incredibly, really, and very [5]. Intensifiers change the polarity of a word which is also 

taken into consideration in our work. They used the support vector machines algorithm 

as the basis of their classification.  

 

G. Paltoglou et al, worked in sentiment analysis for long informal text but focused on 

predicting the two affective states: valence and arousal [6]. Similar to our work, their 

classification method is a lexical-based; they used ANEW, Affective Norms for English 
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Words, but all of their data are surveys filled by participants and they tested with online 

forums and discussions.  

 

S. Bahranian, and A. Dengel introduced a hybrid sentiment classifier of a lexical-based 

and machine learning classification (SVM). They adopted a sentiment lexicon to count 

the number of occurrences of positive and negative words in tweets, and used these two 

measures along with other features to train their classifier [7]. A direct extension of our 

work could be similar to what they have done by using some of the classification 

statistical data as a set of features for a machine learning classifier. They also used a 

scoring system in the sentiment lexicon classification, and some techniques that are 

similar to ours such as: applying text preprocessing to filter tweets from unwanted 

textual data, and manually annotating tweets as positive or negative. However, they 

disregarded neutral tweets. They also built an English slang dictionary from online data 

and used SentiStrength Lexicon, an English lexicon of informal words, for classification. 

Their classification is word-level, where they tagged positive words and positive 

emoticons with a score of +1, negative words and negative emoticons with a score of -1, 

and unclassified words with a score of 0. They also took intensifiers, deminishers, words 

that weaken the polarity of other words, and negation into consideration which is very 

similar to our work except for the deminishers.  

 

M. Arora and V. Kansal, presented a sentiment analysis framework for informal English. 

They created an informal dictionary named Slang that contains common informal 

English words from twitter, such as abbreviations good:gd [8].  The steps of the process 

are as follows:  

1. Filtering 

2. Stemming: convert a word to its root. 

3. POS Tagging: grammatical tagging (verb, noun, pronoun, etc…)  

4. Learning: Supervised/Unsupervised. 

The POS tagger fails to tag informal sentences correctly, so they replaced the informal 

words that matches the ones in the slang dictionary with formal words and then applied 

POS tagging. This same structure is applicable for MSA but definitely not for Arabizi, 
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since POS tagging and a lexicon for Arabizi do not exist. A single informal word can be 

expressed in several ways.  

Good: gd, gud, good, gooood, goooooood, gooddddd, etc...  

The number of combinations an informal word could be written in is too large; therefore, 

in our work we used regular expressions. G[ou]*d matches all forms of the word Good. 

Unlike our work, in [8], if an informal word is not found in the slang dictionary, it will 

be interpreted by matching its sound wave with the actual word. This method was not 

explained any further. 

  

Rached N. Zantout et. al, were the first to approach sentiment analysis for informal 

Arabic, dialectal Arabic that is neither MSA nor Arabizi. For example: كيفك/how are 

you/Lebanese. They classified Facebook posts written in informal Arabic of different 

dialects including Egyptian, Lebanese, Iraqi, and Syrian [9]. They used two methods of 

classification: A lexical-based approach and a Naïve Bayes learning approach. The first 

is similar to ours, in which they claim that phrases used to express opinions and feelings 

in informal Arabic are limited and repeated, so they created a lexicon that contains many 

dialectal subjective words. However, they did not present any details about the number 

of words in the lexicon and about its structure. Our Lexicon, on the other hand, contains 

around 10,000 subjective words in Lebanese dialect Arabizi that are written using 

regular expressions to match over 50,000 words. In our work, we classified input 

sentences as positive, negative, or neutral. They classified spam sentences by creating a 

list of common words that are frequent in online spam messages and added it to the 

lexicon. 

  

Denecke presented a multi-lingual sentiment analysis work by translating entire 

documents to English, and then he applied sentiment classification [15]. We 

transliterated Arabizi sentences back to Arabic to try to apply sentiment analysis on the 

transliterated text, but the translators failed to convert dialectal Arabizi to MSA; 

therefore, we expect that our approach of working directly with the designated language 

will outperform the translation approach. 
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K. Darweesh and H. Mubarak created a dialectal corpus from tweets; they created a set 

of dialectal stop words that are common among several dialects and collected tweets 

from different Arab regions. Only tweets that contain words from the dialectal set are 

considered informal Arabic tweets, while other tweets were disregarded. Tweets were 

tokenized into n-grams and were manually tagged as dialectal or not, and to which 

dialect they belong to. Informal words that contain exaggerations were normalized. 

  Mabrouk/Congrats/هبروك  → Mabrooooouuk/Congratttsss/هبروووووك 

Based on the set of dialectal words, tweets were distributed over different Arabic 

languages: Egyptian, Levantine, Sudanese, Saudi, etc... They used a crowdsourcing 

website to evaluate the tagged tweets [16].  

 

N. Habash created a multi dialect corpus by asking natives from 5 different Arab regions 

to translate 2,000 sentences into their native language [17]. In this work, we created a 

Lebanese dialect Arabizi corpus by collecting chat and Facebook data.  

  

The most similar work we found is that of Nizar Habash et al [20], where they created a 

corpus of Egyptian Arabic and Arabizi data from SMS and chat collection. However this 

corpus was created for Arabizi transliteration, not for sentiment analysis. They hired 46 

Egyptian participants of which 26 contributed with SMS and chat data. They gathered 

over 69,000 Arabizi Sentences and 293,000 words; the type of chat data was not 

mentioned, whether it is whatsapp data or not. However, we created an online platform 

and asked students to contribute to this project by submitting their non-private Whatsapp 

chat data history, and we encouraged them to submit group chats. We also added an 

option in the platform that deletes off all the senders’ names to ensure to the users that 

we are interested in the chat data only. We collected 156,040 sentences and 466,547 

words. In [20], they defined some challenges or complexities that naturally exist within 

Arabizi:  

1. Laughs: They tagged all forms of laughs hahaha with sound effect. 

2. Typos: They manually corrected typos.  

3. Abbreviations: Egyptians tend to abbreviate a lot.  

4. Names: Tagged person’s names.  
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5. Foreign Language: Mixing English words with Arabizi. 

6. Merging and Splitting Tokens: Manually connect or disconnect affixes or suffices 

from words. 

In our work we tagged all forms of laughs with a positive tag, since most of the time 

people write hahaha when expressing joy. We did not correct typos, but our classifier is 

able to match similar words. We ignored abbreviations, since the Lebanese people rarely 

abbreviate while texting; unlike the Egyptians who write 7ma, msa, and insa for 

7amdulilah, mashaAllah, and inshaAllah respectively. We did not add a Names word 

list, thus our classifier confuses the name Karim with the positive attribute 

karim/generous. Lebanese people naturally talk by mixing Arabic, English, and/or 

French; they also text in a similar fashion, thus it is invaluable for us to tag English or 

French words from Arabizi data. Finally, our classifier normalizes words by removing 

prefixes and checks for these words again. Although their main purpose is to 

transliterate Arabizi to Arabic, which is different from ours, the creations of corpuses 

along with some of the Arabizi challenges are similar.  

 

Both N. Habash, and K. Darweesh had worked separately in detecting and transliterating 

Arabizi to Arabic, but none has presented a sentiment analysis work for Arabizi [18, 19, 

and 20]. 

 

M. el Kaibi et al, created a sentiment classifier for informal Arabic where they manually 

created a positive and a negative lexicons of 8,000 words [10]. Those words were 

selected from a data set of 1,080 online comments and reviews of different Arabic 

dialects among Egyptian, Iraqi, Jordanian, Lebanese, Saudi, and Syrian. In our work we 

created a lexicon of around 10,000 Lebanese sentimental words using regular 

expressions to match over 50,000 words and tested it against 300,000 lines of Lebanese 

dialect Arabizi. Their classifier is based on the Naïve Bayes algorithm that classifies 

sentences into either positive or negative even though they may seem confusing for a 

machine to analyze:  

This is a high cost product   Negative 

High quality service   Positive 
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Although the word high was found in both sentences, its polarity is matched with the 

sentiment of the whole sentence. If we were to take the same example and test it on our 

non-learning lexical-based classifier we will have correct classification with additional 

sentiment scores. The word high is an intensifier that decreases the negative polarity of 

the word cost or costly and increases the positive polarity of the word quality. Our 

classification would look like the following: 

This is a high cost product   Negative: -2 

High quality service   Positive: +2 

Moreover, they mentioned that their classifier is incapable to handle any text that has 

non-Arabic alphabets such as Arabizi. 

 

Same authors from [10] extended their work of Arabic text classification to measuring 

subjectivity, polarity, and intensity in [1]. Similar to our work their classifier classifies 

sentiment with polarity scores positive +3, or negative -5 and all words that have scores 

of 0 are classified as objective words, or neutral in our case. They also improved their 

work by testing each of those features (subjectivity, polarity, and intensity) across 

several machine-learning algorithms on the same 1,080 comment data set; they used 

Naïve Bayes, SVM, K-NN, and Decision Trees algorithms. They also wish to enhance 

their work to use a larger data set that has more Arabic comments and reviews written in 

a wider range of Arabic Vernaculars. Their classifier is incapable of dealing with 

Emoticons, chat language, and Arabizi.  An ideal sentiment analysis classifier for Arabic 

should be capable of handling both Arabic and Arabizi, a combination of their work and 

ours. 

 

G. Badaro et al, created a public large scale lexicon for formal Arabic [13]; they relied 

on existing lexicons such as the English wordNet, Arabic wordNet, English 

sentiWordNet, and SAMA to create a novel lexicon named ArSenl. In our approach, we 

collected sentiment words that are either cut positive or cut negative and distributed 

them over two bags of words; however, ArSenl contains over 120,000 words that has a 

calculated score on each, ranging from negative to positive with lots of words neutral. 

The polarity of the sentences are determined by the scores given to the words in those 
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sentences from ArSenl; however, in our work the polarity of a word is either negative -1, 

neutral 0, or positive +1 and is subject to an increase or decrease based on existing 

intensifiers, exaggerations, and exclamation marks. They plan to extend their effort to 

Arabic dialects and other languages.  
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Chapter Three 

Methodology 

 

 

In this section we will list the set of challenges that makes sentiment analysis for Arabizi 

a complicated task, and talk about our approach in solving this issue. Currently, there are 

two sentiment classification approaches: Lexical-based and machine learning 

approaches [21]. For this project, we chose the first, lexical-based approach, and plan to 

extend our work in the future by applying machine learning techniques. 

 

 

3.1 Machine Learning Classification 

 

In machine learning, creating a lexicon is not required, instead the algorithm learns by 

example. Lots of data should be labeled manually, training data, and passed to the 

algorithm. After a period of time the algorithm will learn the characteristics that make 

the data belong to a certain class, and will be able to classify raw, unlabeled, data based 

on these characteristics. The most common machine learning algorithms used in 

sentiment classification are Naïve Bayes and Support Vector Machines. The Naïve 

Bayes algorithm is a learning algorithm that relies on the Bayesian probability and 

assumes that feature is independent of the other. In document classification those 

features are words [25]. In support vector machines (SVM), the main principle is to 

determine linear separators in the search space which can best separate the different 

classes [26], positive and negative in our case. It takes a set of input data and predicts the 

label for this data, making it a non-probabilistic linear classifier dissimilar from the 

probabilistic Naïve Bayes Classifier. In both algorithms, word features could be position 

of the word, word pairs, word count, and most frequent words. 
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3.2 Lexical Based Classification 

 

Lexical-based classifiers classify sentences based on the number of positive and negative 

words presented in a given sentence. This approach is the simplest form of sentiment 

analysis, since we are going to do a word by word check in each sentence and classify 

each word into one of the three categories: positive, negative, or neutral. Each word will 

be given a score: {+1, 0, -1} positive, neutral, and negative respectively. This type of 

sentiment classification is called word-layer sentiment analysis because the position of 

word and its context in the sentence does not affect the overall score. The classifier takes 

input sentences, checks each word in the sentence if it matches with an identical or a 

similar word in the word lexicon, and assigns a polarity score to it. If a word was not 

found in the lexicon, it will be left unsigned, or neutral. The classifier then sums up the 

polarity scores assigned to all words in a sentence to determine the class of a sentence; if 

the total score is greater than 0- positive, less than 0- negative, and if it’s 0- neutral, for 

example:   

Ktir 2mbasatna mberi7!/ We enjoyed last night! 

{Ktir, neutral 0}, {2mbasatna, positive 1}, {mberi7, neutral 0} 

Score: +1 Positive 

 

Tfehh, shu me2rif!/ Eww, that’s disgusting!  

{Tfehh, negative -1}, {shu, neutral 0}, {me2rif negative -1} 

Score: -2 Negative 

 

Intekhab ra2ees jamhoureyye/ Electing a president.  

{Intekhab, neutral 0}, {ra2ees, neutral 0}, {jamhoureyye, neutral 0} 

Score: 0 Neutral 

 

In the figure below, we present the structure of the classification.  
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Figure 1: Lexical-Based Classification 

 

This task might be as simple as it looks like if we were to classify formal textual data, 

but SMS/chat and social media expressions are full of linguistic complexities such as 

exaggeration, sarcasm, and word sense disambiguation. We summarized the lexical-

based linguistic challenges in the following section. 

 

 

3.3 Classification Challenges 

 

We defined a set of linguistic challenges that occur a lot in informal and Arabizi text. 

We were able to deal with most of the listed challenges throughout this work, while the 

rest are left for future work.  
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1. Word Sense Disambiguation 

Homophones or words that are pronounced the same as other words but differ in 

meaning or spelling [21]. Many Arabic human names have a positive meaning such 

as the name karim, which means generous.  

2ello la karim ytalfinle/ Ask karim to call me.  

 

2. Word Conjugations 

Arabic is rich in morphology; unlike in English, every word has a lot of 

conjugations. All of the following words are conjugations of the word 7ob/Love.  

7abibi, 7abibte/ my love 

B7ebak, b7ebik, b7ebkon/ I love you (masculine, feminine, plural)  

y7ebak, y7ebek, y7ebkon/ He loves you (masculine, feminine, plural)  

t7ebak, t7ebek, t7ebkon/ She loves you  (masculine, feminine, plural) 

 

3. Affixes 

Words that contain affixes shall not bypass the classifier; they should be classified 

even if they are written in the Lexicon without affixes. 

Ra72e2zik, la72e2zik, 7a2e2zik/ I will hurt you. 

3amye2zik / he is hurting you. 

 

4. Negation 

Negators are words that invert the polarity of a sentence. 

Ma bten3az/ unusable  

Mish mnee7/ not good 

Bala habal/ without stupidity 

 

5. Intensifiers 

Intensifiers are words that increase the polarity of a positive or negative word.  
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Euff shu 2aweh el film!/ What a great movie!  

Khedme ktir say2a/ The service is too bad. 

3anjad ma byestehal/ He really doesn’t deserve it.  

 

6. POS 

POS taggers mark words in text based on their definition and context. This mark is 

called part of speech such as: noun, verb, and adverb. There is no POS tagger 

available for Arabizi; developing a POS tagger for such a language is a hard task 

since Arabizi is an informal and a dialectal language. Having a POS tagger enhances 

sentiment analysis in word sense disambiguation; as mentioned previously the word 

karim, an Arabic name, means generous will be classified correctly based on its 

context.  

Karim bsalem 3alek/ Karim says hi 

POS: (Karim, subject), (say, verb)   

 

7. Opposite orientation 

Sentences that have an opposite polarity to what they look like are also a linguistic 

challenge for the classifier.  

ma ajmalak!/ How cute you are. 

yo2borneh- A slang word used to express love, literally means burry me.  

In this case the word ma is not a negation word, it is an intensifier; the writer is 

emphasizing on the positive adjective Ajmal/ Beauty.  

 

8. Interrogative sentences 

Although a positive or a negative word may be present in a sentence, the sentence 

may have a neutral polarity if it is a question. 

Heyda laptop mni7 shi?/ Is this a good laptop? 
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9. Sarcasm 

Blogs and social media are full of sarcasm, thus classifiers must learn to 

differentiate between sarcastic and sincere sentences.  

Ya3lek shu zakeh!/ you’re so genius! 

 

10. No opinion words 

Sentences might contain no opinion words at all but still have a negative or positive 

sentiment. 

Ha sayara btesrof ktir benzine/ This vehicle spends lot of gas.  

Fteelto tawile/ He takes too much time 

 

11. Code Switching 

Code switching is having more than one language in a single sentence [2]. This is 

very common in Lebanon because most of the youth are bi/tri-lingual. A popular 

Lebanese greeting statement Hi, kifak? Cava? contains Arabic, English and French.  

Hi, kifak? Cava?/ Hi, How are you? Good?  

3anjad amazing, chapeau bas!/ Really amazing, respect.  

Maitre, el 7seb please/ Host, the check please 

 

12. Exaggerations 

People exaggerate in chat and social media to express emotion. 

Jamelooo/ So prettyyy! 

Tfeehhh!/ Yuckkk!  

 

 

In our work, we addressed most of the above challenges. In the following sections, we 

will describe our approach of creating the lexicon and the classifier. As we do so, we 

will talk about the challenges that we attempted to solve. 
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3.4 The Lexicon 

 

In the literature, some other lexicons are made of a huge comprehensive list of words, 

most of which are neutral. In [13] ArSenl, a large scale Arabic sentiment lexicon, 

contains over 120,000 Arabic words that are not necessarily opinion or subjective words. 

Each word has a positive, negative, and a neutral score. Those scores are created based 

on word occurrence, frequency, and other statistical learning approaches. Sentiment 

classification using this type of lexicon is different from our method; a word can be 0.5 

positive, 0.3 neutral, and 0.1 negative which means that the occurrence of this word is 

higher in positive sentences than in neutral or negative sentences. This score is obtained 

from the training data set, or labeled sentences. Then the final score of a sentence is the 

summation of the highest score for each word found in the lexicon. In our approach we 

created two lists of words: A positive list, and a negative list; those lists contain opinion 

words only. Ideally, any word that is found in the positive list will be given a score of 

+1, in the negative list -1, and 0 if it was found in neither lists. However, with the 

presence of the linguistic challenges such as exaggerations and negation, scores might 

be increased or inverted by the classifier.  

Shu Mahdouummm!!/ Very Funnnyy!!   Positive: 3  

Akel mish tayeb/ Food is not tasty       Negative: -1 

To the best of our knowledge, there are no public dialectal Arabizi lexicons available, so 

we planned to create our own. We wanted to create two lists, or bag of words, that 

contains Lebanese dialect opinion Arabizi words. ArSenl contains over 120,000 words; 

going through them manually to find Lebanese dialect Arabizi words is very time 

consuming and ineffective especially that most of the words in ArSenl are MSA and 

neutral.  

 

In order to simplify this practice, we downloaded an English opinion words lexicon, a 

positive and a negative list, that was published by Minqing Hu and Bing Liu [23].  This 

lexicon contains only 2,000 positive words and 4,800 negative words. We were able to 

create our Arabizi lexicon starting from this lexicon. Figure 2 shows the steps we took.  
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First, we translated all 6,800 English words to Arabic automatically using Google 

translate. Then we removed all redundant words, since the 6,800 words are not unique, 

many are conjugations of a single word. Redundancy also occurs because several 

English synonyms are translated to a single Arabic word. We also removed MSA words 

that are not used in the informal Arabic. We went through the list of Arabic words and 

translated each word to an equivalent Lebanese dialect Arabizi word and added it to our 

list of root words. While doing so, we added as much Arabizi words we can think of, 

that are not from the original list, dialectal opinion words that are common within the 

Lebanese society. 

 

 

Figure 2: Creation of the Lexicon 

 

For example: 

1. Original Word from Hu and Lu’s positive list: Love 

2. Arabic translation on Google Translate: حب  

3. Manual Lebanese dialect Arabizi Translation and adding related words: 7ob, 7abibi, 

raw7e, 7ayete, 3omreh, 3ayneh, 2albe/ my love, my soul, my life etc…  
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We ended up having two lists of Lebanese dialect Arabizi opinion root words: 275 

positive words and 345 negative words. Having a set of Arabizi root words, we 

conjugated all these words to cover as much opinion words as possible. The table below 

shows all conjugations for the word 7ob/love 

 Present Past 

I love B7ib 7abeit 

I love you (singular & 

plural) 

B7ibak, b7ibik, b7ibkon, 

7abibi, 7abibti, 7abibete 

7abeitak, 7abeitek, 

7abeitkon 

I love him, her B7ibo, b7iba 7abeito, 7abeita 

I love them B7ibon, b7ibhon* 7abeiton, 7abeithon 

You love Bet7ib, bet7ibe 7abet, 7abeite 

You love him, her Bet7ibo, bet7eba, bet7ibi, 

bet7ibiya 

7abeito, 7abeita 

You love them Bet7ibon, bet7ebiyon 7abeiton, 7abaiteyon 

He/she loves Be7ib, bet7ib 

Y7eb, t7eb 

7ab, 7abit 

He/she loves you 

(singular & plural) 

Be7ibak, bet7ibak, 

be7ibkon, bet7ebkon, 

y7ebak, y7ebkon, t7ebak, 

t7ebkon 

7abak, 7abitak, 7abkon, 

7abitkon 

He/she loves him/her Be7ibo, bet7ibo, be7iba, 

bet7iba, y7ebo, y7eba, 

t7ebo, t7eba 

7abo, 7abito, 7aba, 7abita 

He/she loves them Be7ibon, bet7ibon, 

y7ebon, t7ebon 

7abon, 7abeton 

We love Men7ib, n7ib 7abeina 

We love you Men7ibak, men7ibek, 

men7ibkon, n7ebak, 

n7ebik, n7ebkon 

7abeinek, 7abeineke, 

7abeinekon 

We love him, her Men7ibo, men7iba, 

n7ibo, n7iba 

7abeineh, 7abeineha 

We love them Men7ibon, n7ebon 7abeinehon 

Table 2: Conjugations of the Arabizi word 7ob 
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We have around 90 conjugations for the word 7ob/love in Arabizi, without taking into 

consideration the different dialectal spellings of those conjugated words. There are many 

expressions in the Lebanese dialect that represent the same word:  

Bet7ibon/ She loves them: bet7ibon, bet7ibhon, bet7ebiyon, bet7ibwon 

The Arabic suffix هن/hom meaning them, is used as  هن/hon or even without the ه/h letter 

in the informal Lebanese Arabic. This is one example of a pronunciation style among 

many others. Another issue is the way informal words are written in Arabizi. There is no 

standard way of writing Arabizi; users transliterate Arabic words in their own way e.g. 

7abeitak/ I loved you: 7abeitak, 7abaytak, 7abetak, habeitak, habaytak etc…  

Also, exaggerations are very common in social media and chat jargon e.g. 

7abibi/ I love you: habibii, 7abibiii, 7abibiiiiiii, 7abibiiiii!!!! etc…  

If we were to take into account all the above complexities we would end up having a 

very large number of words for each root word in the lexicon. So we created a lexicon 

that utilizes regular expressions and a classifier that reverts exaggerated words back to 

their original form and matches words that are similar to the ones in the lexicon, words 

that only differ in vowel letters, to minimize the number of conjugations.  

7abeit[khwy]?on/ I loved them, matches with: 7abeiton, 7abeitkon, 7abeithon, 

7abeitwon, 7abeityon.  

And since the classifier matches similar words, all of the following matches with 

[7h]abeit[khwy]?on: 7abaytkon, 7abaython, 7abaytwon, 7abeiton, 7abeitkon, 

7abeitwon, 7abeithon, habeitkon, habeithon, habeitwon, habeityon etc…  

 

In order for the classifier to revert exaggerated words, words in the lexicon should be 

written without double letters even if there are double o’s and double e’s; the word 

mahdoom/funny would be written as mahdom.  

 

Following these methods we short-listed the number of conjugations from 90 words to 

around 35 words, except for some words that cannot be conjugated or that have less than 

10 conjugations. We ended up having a total of 9,745 words of which 3,775 are positive 
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and 5,970 are negative. Using our techniques, regular expressions and matching similar 

words, our lexicon is able to match over 50,000 Arabizi words. In figure 2 we showed 

the steps we took in creating the lexicon. We also followed a unified conjugation 

structure for all words in the lexicon, the conjugations goes in that order:  

1. Words that begin with a vowel 

2. Past Tense 

3. Present Tense for masculine and feminine. 

4. Present Tense for masculine 

5. Present Tense for feminine 

6. Present Tense plural 

7. Future Tense plural 

The following are conjugations of the word: moufid/beneficial  

(2i|i)fedeh?  1. Beginning with a vowel 

moufid                   

moufideh? 

mofeden 

mostafeden 

fed[tn]a  2. Past tense 

fed[tn]?e[hkwy]?on 

fawa2ed 

fe2edeh? 

fedetneh? 

fedet?ak 

fade[tn]?[hnwy]?a 

fede[tn]?[hkwy]?on 

bet?fed   3. Present tense for masculine and feminine  

bet?fed[hkwy]?on 

bet?fedak 

bet?fed[hnwy]?a 

bet?fedoneh? 

bt?estafid 

yistafid 

yfid[hkw]?on 

yfid   4. Present tense for masculine  

yfidak 
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yfid[hnw]?a 

tfid 

tistafid   5. Present tense for feminine 

tfidak 

tfid[hk]?on 

tfid[hnw]?a 

tfidneh? 

menfed[hk]?on 6.  Present tense plural 

mn?ostafed 

menfed 

menfidak 

menfidh?a 

nfed[hk]?on  7. Future tense plural 

nostafed 

nfed 

nfidak 

nfidh?a 

 

This task was held by 5 students; because there is no structural way of conjugating 

dialectal Arabizi words, we iterated over the entire word lists several times until we 

established a unified structure for conjugating all words. In addition to the Lebanese 

dialect Arabizi words, we added a small list of English emotional words that are very 

common in the Lebanese chat and social media to the lexicon e.g. 

cute, enjoy, thx, wlc, love, lovik, miss, misak, panic, panaket  

thx and wlc are short for thanks and welcome.  

Lovik/ I love you, misak/ I miss you, and panaket/I panicked, are Arabic conjugations for 

English words, also common among the Lebanese.  

 

3.5 The Classifier 

 

We created a sentiment classifier that classifies Arabizi sentences as positive, negative or 

neutral with a polarity score e.g. positive 3 or negative -1. The intuition of the 

classification is as follows: The classifier takes input sentences, goes through each 

sentence sequentially, and analyses them word by word. The classifier takes each word 
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separately and searches for a match in the lexicon; since our lexicon is made up of two 

lists, positive and negative, it searches through the positive list first and then searches 

through the negative list if there was no match found. If there was a match, the classifier 

tags the matched word with either positive or negative; and a neutral tag for un-matched 

words. The classifier calculates and assigns a polarity score for each tagged word. 

Ideally, a score of 1 is assigned for a positive match, and a score of -1 is assigned for a 

negative match or 0 otherwise. After tagging and assigning scores for each word in a 

given input sentence, the total score is summed up for the entire sentence.  This type of 

classification is called word-level because scores are calculated word by word regardless 

to their meaning or context in the sentence e.g. 

Atyab shawarma men 3and shawrmanji/ Best food from shawarmanji 

{Atyab, positive, 1}, {shawarma, neutral}, men {3and, neutral}, {shawarmanji, neutral} 

Score: 1  

Mou3amleh say2a/ Bad service 

{Mo3amleh, neutral}, {say2a, negative, -1} 

Score: -1 

 

B3atle el sowar/ Send me the pictures 

{B3atle, neutral}, el, {sowar, neutral}  

Score: 0 

However, as we mentioned earlier, assigning a score of +1/-1 for signed words is not 

sufficient due to the existence of exaggerations, negations, and other linguistic 

complexities e.g. 

Exaggeration: 7ayeteeee shu mahdouum!!/ My loovee, so cuteee! 

Negation: Talifon ma byeswa/ Cellphone is not useful 

We were able to solve most of the challenges mentioned earlier. For this work we will 

address the following challenges:  

1. Interrogative sentences 

2. Intensifiers 

3. Negation 
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4. Affixes 

5. Emojis 

 

We created an array for each of the mentioned challenges.  

1. Array of Arabizi questions: {keif, wen, leish, emtan, please, shu, adesh, 2ayeh, fik, 

kam, ma3ak, bta3ref}/ {How, where, why, when, please, what, how much, which 

one, can you, do you have, do you know}  

2. Array of Arabizi intensifiers: {ktir, yalatif, 3anjad, euf, yawayleh, yadeleh, 

l3ama}/{much, oh God, really, etc… } 

3. Array of Arabizi negators: {mish, ma, bala, bdoon, mafi, mano}/{not, without, none} 

4. Array of Arabizi affixes: {3am, ra7, la7, 2al, wa, b}/{I am, I will, he/she is going to, 

the, and,  in} 

5. Array of positive emojis: { ;) , ;p , :p , :) ,  x) ,  xd , :d , :# ,  ^^ ,  ^_^ , :* , <3 , (y) , 

b) , b| , o:) } 

6. Array of negative emojis: { :( , :s , -_- , -.- , :@ , {:) , :\'( , :o , D: , (n) , :/ , O.o , >:o , 

>:( } 

The questions and the negators array contain words using regular expressions to 

maximize the number of dialectal possibilities e.g. 

pl(ea|i|ee)?[sz]+: plz, pls, pliz, pleez, plzzz etc…  

The following is the pseudo-code of the classifier, which is written using python 

language. 

 

Classification Algorithm 

 
Loop through input sentences 

Define Arrays 

Define polarity, score 

Sort positive and negative lexicon arrays into alphabetical order 

Check if sentence is interrogative:  

  If sentence begins with question: //from questions array 

  Return true 

 If sentence ends with “?”: 

 Return true 
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If sentence is greater than 3 words: 

 If sentence ends with “shi”:  

Return true 

Else Check each word in sentence:  

  Check if word is laugh:  //haha, hehehe, hihih etc… 

 Polarity += 1 

  Strip exaggerations from word: //Ouuuchhh -> ouch, :)))) -> :) 

 If more than double letters detected: 

Increase/decrease polarity of next matched word by 1 

Check for exclamation marks: 

  If 1 exclamation mark detected: 

 Increase/decrease polarity of next matched word by 1 

If 2 or more exclamation marks detected: 

 Increase/decrease polarity of next matched word by 2 

  Check for Positive Emoji:  

 Polarity += 1 

  Check for Negative Emoji: 

 Polarity -= 1 

  Check for Intensifiers: 

 Increase or decrease polarity of next matched word by 1 

  Check for Negators: 

 Invert the polarity of the next signed word 

 

Else Check if word length is greater or equal to 3:   

 Chunk Pos & Neg lists to all words that begin with word[0]: 

      Check if word is in positive chunk: 

  Polarity += 1   

  Return match   

   Else check if word is in negative chunk: 

       Polarity -= 1             

       Return match 

   Else check for Affixes: 

       Strip affixes from word // 7a2ed3amak -> 2ed3amak 

       Check new word  

       Else word is neutral 

Check total score: // sentence score 

 If score is greater than 0: 

  Tag Positive 

 Else if score is less than 0: 

  Tag Negative 

 Else:  

  Tag Neutral 

 

Figure 3: Classification Algorithm 
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First we check if the input sentence is an interrogative sentence by checking if the first 

word is a question, or if the sentence ends with a question mark or the word shi, which is 

a common expression used in the Lebanese dialect when asking about something e.g. 

2ayeh wahad a7san/ which one is better 

Interrogative Sentence  

2eltelo ysewileh yeha?/ Did you tell him to fix it for me?  

Interrogative Sentence 

Heyde madrse mni7a shi/ Is this a good school 

Interrogative Sentence 

If the sentence was classified as an interrogative sentence, it will not go through polarity 

classification; we will move on to the next sentence. Afterwards, we analyze, classify, 

and tag each word in the sentence.  We start by checking if the word is a laughter, any 

form of a laughter expression will be detected haha, hehehe, hihihi, hahaaahhaa, etc… 

Since most of the time people express laughter in text to show joy, we considered that all 

forms of laughter are positive. We did not differentiate between a joyful laughter and a 

sarcastic laughter for this phase of the project. Then, we normalized the words by 

stripping off exaggerations, if any, to match the words in our lexicon. Any double letters 

or more in a word will be replaced by a single letter. All words in the lexicon are written 

without any double letters.  

Mahdooooouuummmmm → mahdoum/ cute 

If three or more consecutive repeated letters we found, the words polarity will increase 

by 1 if it was matched with a positive word later on or decrease by 1 if it was matched 

with a negative word. Exclamation marks also affect the word’s polarity; if a word ends 

with one or two exclamation marks, its polarity will increase or decrease by 1, and will 

increase or decrease by two if it ends with 3 or more exclamation marks e.g. 

Bisatil:  Score: 1 

Bisatil!: Score: 2 

Bisatil!!!!: Score: 3 

Bisatttilll!!!: Score: 4  (With exaggeration)  
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Then we check if the word matches with a positive or a negative emoji. Emojis are also 

normalized from exaggerations and will be tagged with positive or negative emoji. 

:)  Positive Emoji, score: 1   :(  Negative emoji, score: -1 

:)))  Positive Emoji, score: 2   :(((  Negative emoji, score: -2 

Then we check if the word is an intensifier. If it matches any of the intensifiers in the 

intensifiers array, the polarity of the next positive/negative word will also 

increase/decrease by 1, regardless of how many words are between the intensifier and 

the opinion word e.g. 

Ouuff shu 2aweh/ Too strong 

{Ouf, Intensifier}, {shu, neutral}, {2aweh, positive 2} 

Score: 2  

We modify the polarity of the signed word only if it appears after the intensifier; we did 

not modify the polarity of signed words that comes before the intensifier for this phase 

of the project. Then, we check if word is a negator; similar to the intensifiers, if a 

negator was detected the polarity of the next opinion word will invert e.g. 

Mish ma32oul heida el 7ake/ this does not make sense 

{mish, negation}, {ma32oul, negative, -1} {heida, neutral}, el {7ake, neutral}  

Score: -1 

Although sometimes negating a positive or negative word gives a neutral or near neutral 

polarity in the sentence, we did not account for such cases e.g. 

Mish 3atel/ not bad 

If the word was not matched with any of the above, we will check it accross our positive 

and negative word lists. To speed up the word search, we have sorted the lexicons into 

alphabetical order, and then we will take a chunk of the words that begin with word[0], 

first letter of the input word, for matching instead of the entire word list e.g. 

7abibi shu mahdoum/ my love, so cute.  

7abibi: word[0] = 7       

Positive chunk example: {7abibi, 7aboub, 7elo, 7arbou2, etc…} 

Negative chunk example: {7a2oud, 7asoud, 7tara2, 7aradna, etc…} 
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We will search the word in the positive chunk, assign +1 score if it was found, and 

modify its polarity based on previous identifiers, then we will move on to the next word. 

We will do the same for the negative chunk if the word was not found in the positive 

chunk. If the word was found in neither word lists, we will check if the word is attached 

to a prefix. If so, we will strip the prefix from the word and check the stripped word 

again across the lexicon e.g. 

7azabtlak el wade3/ I’ll fix the situation for you 

7azabtlak: Word not found in lexicon 

Zabtlak:  Positive score: 1 

If there was no prefix attached to the word or it was not matched with any word from the 

lexicon after stripping it from a prefix, the word will be classified as neutral. This task is 

applied sequentially on all words in a sentence. Finally, the total score of all words in the 

sentence is summed up e.g.  

bedalo y3ale2, ktir bateeeee222, laptop ma byeswa!! /  It keeps freezing, its too 

sloowwww, laptop is not good!!  

{bedalo, neutral}, {y3ale2, negative -1}, {ktir, intensifier}, {bate2, negative, -3}, 

{laptop, neutral} {ma, negation}, {byeswa, negative, -2}  

Score: -6  

Moreover, our classifier is able to match similar words that are written in different ways. 

We mentioned earlier that there is no standard way of writing Arabizi, it is an informal 

language, in which users express textual messages in their own way; spelling and 

grammar does not matter as long as the readers understand the content e.g. 

Azkiya/ smart people: 2azkeya, 2azkiya, 2azkia, 2zkeya, azkea azkiya, azkia 

Mnee7/ good:  mnea7, mneeh, mnih, mni7, mneah 

Ghabe/ stupid: ghabeh, 8abe, 8abeh, ghabi 

We were able to solve this issue by creating an algorithm that matches words that are 

similar to the ones in the lexicon. This algorithm is the core of this project; we were able 

to create it after many trial and error attempts. It is in the check word function in the 

classification algorithm, figure 3. We used the Levenshtein’s distance formula, which 

calculates the number of edits it take to change a word to another; the edits can be 
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modifying, deleting, or adding a letter [24]. For example the number of edits it takes to 

change the word 7abetak to the similar word hbaytak is four:  

1. Modify the first letter [7] to [h]  

2. Delete the second letter [a] 

3. Modify the fourth letter [e] to [a] 

4. Add the letter [y]  

In the following, we present our matching similar Arabizi words algorithm. 

 

 

Similar Words Algorithm 

 

checkWord function takes positive/negative chunk and word as arguments:  

Loop through the given word list chunk, w: // w is lexicon word 

If word matches w //using regular expressions 

 return true 

 

 wordStripped = strip vowels from word 

 wStripped = strip vowels from w 

 set table of letters //contains words that are similar to each other 

 

If wordStripped matches wStripped //if both stripped words match  

Check if length of wordStripped is greater or equal to 4: 

  return true 

Else:  

w = strip regular expressions from w //filter W from regex  

edits = no. of edits returned by distance function of word, w 

letters = list of original and modified letters  

 

If length of word is equal to length of w: 

 If checkLetters(letters) is true: //verify modified letters 

        return true 

   Else check if Edits are less than or equal to 2: 

         return true 

 

Figure 4: Similar Words Algorithm 

 

The function takes the input word from the sentence and the positive or negative chunk. 

We start by searching through the words in the chunk for a match using regular 

expressions e.g. 
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          Word: 2abaday/ brave  

          W:  (2a|a)?bday 

 

Word            matched using regular expression search

          

 

 

If the word did not match, we move on to the next step, matching similar words. We 

take both words: the original one word and the iterating one from the list w, and strip 

them from the vowels; [aeiouy] is the set of vowels. We considered the letter y as vowel 

because it is used instead of the letters e and i by many people in Arabizi. We have 

created a table of letters with their corresponding similar letters; letters that can be used 

in the same context in an informal word.  

Stripping Vowels Example: Mned3amkon/ we will support you → mnd3mkn 

 

 

 

Then, we will check if the stripped word matches the stripped word from the lexicon. If 

they match, that does not necessarily imply that the words are similar e.g. 

Sahel/ easy: shl  Sheel/ pick: shl 

We will check if the stripped word’s length is greater than or equal to 4 and if it matches 

a stripped word from the lexicon, then chances are they are similar e.g. 

word: Mechte2itlkun/I miss you: msht2tlkn 

w:     Michta2etelkon: msht2tlkn 

 

Otherwise, if the stripped word’s length turns out to be less than four, we will take 

further steps to check if it matches the iterating word w from the lexicon. Since the 

Letter Equivalent letters Example 

A 2, e, i 7abaytak, 7abeitak 

E 2, a, i, y, o 7elo, 7ilo,  

I a, e, y, o Mni7, mnee7, mnea7 

Y e, i, a, o 7ayawen, 7aiawen 

O u, i , e Mahdoom, mahdum 

2 a, e 2awe, awe, 2edame, 

edame 

Table 3: Similar Letters 

W0 
W1 
W2 
W3 
W4 
W5 
… 
Wn 
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words in the lexicon are written using regular expressions, we start by stripping off the 

regular expressions from the word. The function, strip regular expressions, takes two 

arguments the word w and the original word. It strips off the regular expressions from 

the word w by choosing the closest letters to the original word e.g. 

word = mnee7/ good 

w = mni[7h] 

w = stripRegularExpressions(mni[h7], mnee7)   

w = mni7 

 

The function will choose the letter 7 not h, because it is the closest match to the letter in 

the original word mnee7.  

 

Then, we will calculate the number of edits it takes to change the word w to the original 

word with the Levenshtein’s distance algorithm e.g. 

Da3em → De3im,  edits: 1 

 

After calculating the number of edits, we will check if the length of the original input 

word is equal to the length of the original lexicon word w. If they are of the same length, 

we will call the check letters function to check if the modified letters are similar to the 

original ones. If the letters were verified as similar, then there is a high chance that the 

two words are similar but written in different ways e.g. 

word: Laziz/ tasty, w: lazez 

Strip Vowels: lzz, lzz     Length less than 4 

Length: laziz 4, lazez 4 

Edit: laziz →  lazez, Modify i to e 

 

Check letters from predefined table:  

Letter Equivalent Letters 

I a, e, y, o 

 

Since e might be equal to i, laziz and lazez should be equal.  

Otherwise, if the two words are not equal in length, we will check if the edit distance is 

less than our pre-defined constant distance variable, which is 2 in this case. If it only 
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takes 1 or 2 edits to change the input word to the lexicon word w, then the words are also 

considered to be similar e.g.  

word: laziz w: lazeez 

Strip Vowels: lzz, lzz Length: laziz 4, lazeez 5 

Edit: laziz →  lazeez, modify i to e, add e. distance = 2 

 

The edit distance is less than or equal to 2, implying that the two words are similar to 

each other. If any of the mentioned cases was not verified then the function exits and 

return false. In the figure below, we repeated the pseudo-code of the algorithm but with 

colored examples. 

 

 

Similar Words Algorithm with Examples 

checkWord function takes positive/negative chunk and word as arguments:  

Loop through the given word list chunk, w:  

If word matches w  b[ty]?ent?ze3,  byintez3 

 return true  b[ty]?ent?ze3 = byintez3 
 

 wordStripped = strip vowels from word 

 wStripped = strip vowels from w 

 set table of letters  

 

If wordStripped matches wStripped:  

7abaynaha, 7abeihneha   mnee7, mnea7  sari3, saree3 

  Check if length of wordStripped is greater or equal to 4: 7bnh, 7bnh

  return true     7abaynaha = 7abeihneha 

  Else: mn7, mn7  sr3, sr3 

w = strip regular expressions from w  

edits = no. of edits returned by distance function of word, w 

letters = list of original and modified letters  

 

    If length of word is equal to length of w: mnee7 (5) = mnea7 (5) 

  If checkLetters(letters) is true:    e → a      

            return true mnea7 = mnee7 

       Else check if Edits are less than or equal to 2: 

  sari3 → saree3, edits = 2 

              return true  sari3 = saree3 

 

Figure 5: Similar Words Algorithm with Examples 
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Chapter Four 

Data Collection 

 

 

4.1 Twitter Data 

 

Our original idea for this project was to collect twitter data only, filter out non Arabizi 

tweets, and test our classifier and lexicon against this data. So, We developed a twitter 

streaming application that listens to live tweets for a given location. Since we are only 

interested in Lebanese Arabizi data, we set the stream coordinates to cover Lebanon’s 

map only and filtered out Arabic tweets. Lebanon’s coordinates are: 34.648375, 

36.307000 and 33.111586, 35.274286. 

 

Figure 6: Twitter live stream coordinates 
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We collected 26,541 tweets over a weekend, all of which are non-Arabic and from 

Lebanon. After reading the tweets we found out that Lebanese people tweet either in 

English or Arabic. We barely found any Arabizi tweets. We figured that we cannot rely 

on twitter for sentiment analysis for Arabizi, or the Lebanese Arabizi at least. We needed 

another data resource to test our classifier.  

 

4.2 Whatsapp Data 

 

Whatsapp has recently become very popular in the Arab world that almost everyone uses 

it. We were sure that acquiring Whatsapp data is perfect for this project because we 

know that Arabizi is widely used within Whatsapp in Lebanon. However, we also know 

that acquiring such data is not going to be an easy task, as easy as streaming tweets, 

because Whatsapp data is not public nor accessible. Breaking into people’s mobile 

phones and intercepting their Arabizi Whatsapp messages is unethical; also, we cannot 

use our own Whatsapp data, because testing with our own data against the classifier that 

we developed would be very biased.  So, we wanted to ask volunteers to contribute to 

this project by sending us their Whatsapp chat data, but this data is usually too personal 

especially that it contains bad mouthing a lot in private chats. To overcome this issue, 

we created an online platform that works on mobile devices, and asked people to 

contribute by sending us their whatsapp chat history; to ensure anonymity of the users, 

we asked them to submit through the platform in which all the senders names will be 

stripped off from the chat data files. The users are asked to use the platform to delete all 

names from the chat files, and check the new file themselves before submitting it.  

1. Use the platform to delete sender names from files 

2. Upload new file 

 

 

 

  

4/20/15, 9:56:35 PM: Taha: this is a chat text sample. 

4/20/15, 9:57:00 PM: Karim: this is another chat text sample. 

this is a chat text sample. 

this is another chat text sample. 
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We also provided users the option of sending us their chats directly via email since both 

ways we will strip off the senders’ names, as we are only interested in the content itself. 

We also encouraged users to send us group chats, because usually they are not private, 

and we asked them not to send us their private chats. Group chats are significantly 

helpful for us, because they contain lots of Arabizi and many different forms of written 

expressions, since several members are engaged in the chat. The platform is user-

friendly and easy to use with simple instructions on how to export the Whatsapp chat 

history for Android, Iphone, and Blackberry smart phones. The platform is available at 

http://arabizi.websaytat.com/ during the time this thesis was written. We asked LAU 

students and our friends from Facebook to contribute by either using the platform or by 

sending us their Arabizi chats directly via email, even if they contain a mix of Arabizi 

and English. We received a total of 130 submissions most of which are group chats and 

via email. The 130 chat files make up 185,121 lines that went through the following 

stages of data pre-processing:  

1. Strip off all sender names 

2. Filter out Arabic text 

3. Delete sentences that contains only: “<image omitted>", "<video omitted>",  and 

"<audio omitted>” 

4. Replace all emojis by the ones from the emojis array - section 3.5 

5. Shuffle data 

We start by stripping off all senders names from the messages for anonymity. Although, 

some names might be mentioned in the content of the data, deleting them requires 

obtaining a list of Lebanese names and converting them to Arabizi, which we excluded 

for this project. Next, we filter out any Arabic text. Then we delete any sentence that 

contains image, video, or audio omitted, meaning that a media file was sent here, to 

maximize our useful data. Because we included emoji classification in this work, it was 

necessary to normalize all Whatsapp emojis. Whatsapp emojis are not visible in text 

files, instead they are presented with fuzzy characters. We defined a set of positive and 

negative emojis, and replaced Whatsapp’s mostly used emojis with one of the set. 

  

1. Positive emojis:  ;) , ;p , :p , :) ,  x) ,  xd , :d , :# ,  ^^ ,  ^_^ , :* , <3 , (y) , b) , b| , o:)  

http://arabizi.websaytat.com/
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2. Negative emojis:  :( , :s , -_- , -.- , :@ , {:) , :\'( , :o , D: , (n) , :/ , O.o , >:o , >:(  
   

Whatsapp Emoticon Whatsapp Representaion Replaced with 

 ðŸ’‹,  ðŸ˜˜ :* 

 ðŸ˜,  â¤ <3 

 ðŸ˜œ, ðŸ˜‰ ;) ;P 

 ðŸ˜, ðŸ˜„, ðŸ˜ƒ, ðŸ˜ :) :D 

 ðŸ˜ , ðŸ˜¤ :@ 

 ðŸ˜¢, ðŸ˜, ðŸ˜ª :\'( 

Table 4: Whatsapp Emoji Normalization 

 

The presence of emojis in text helps us in the sentiment classification of the chat data.  

Then, we shuffled all the sentences randomly for even more anonymity. After 

completing Whatsapp’s text preprocessing, we are left with 156,040 lines.   

 

4.3 Facebook Data 

 

Although our main interest in this work is to classify short textual messages, it is also of 

our interest to test the classifier against a different type of data set. After failing to find 

Lebanese Arabizi data from Twitter, we succeeded in collecting a large corpus of public 

data from Facebook that we found very useful for testing. We wrote a script that 

retrieves all Facebook comments and their replies from posts in the most active 

Lebanese public pages. We were very selective in the pages that we chose to crawl; for, 

we reviewed the most popular Facebook pages in Lebanon [25]. We crossed out the 
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celebrity pages from the list and kept the active news and talk show pages, because we 

are interested in opinionated comments that contain sentiment. We observed that 

commenters in pages comment in either Arabic or English; we rarely found a mix of 

English and Arabic comments in a single page. The popular Lebanese page: Virgin 

Radio Lebanon, posts jokes in English, is of total no-use for us in this project because 

commenters comment to English posts in English. We found that Arabizi users comment 

on pages that contain Arabic content. Although, most of the comments in such pages 

were in Arabic we were able to pull out a huge Arabizi data set. Our target pages that 

contain Arabizi data were:  

1. Adel Karam – Talk show  

2. Hayda 7ake – Talk show 

3. MTV Lebanon – News Broadcasting Channel 

4. Tony Khalifa – Talk Show 

5. Kalam Nas – Talk Show 

6. Lebanon 24 – News Page 

7. Lebanon Files – News Page 

8. Beirut City 

9. Beirut Humans 

10. Bint jbeil.org – News Page 

11. Weineyeh Dawleh 

 

All Facebook posts and comments are stored in their servers and can be retrieved any 

time, so we decided to collect an average of 10,000 Arabizi comments from each page 

and applied some filtering and pre-processing. The following is the pseudo-code of the 

script. 

 

 

Facebook Data Collection Algorithm 

Export all comments from a Facebook page: 

Counter = 0 

Do while counter is less than or equal to 10,000: 

 If comment is not in Arabic:      
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  Export replies to comments  

  Filter out name tags 

  Counter += 1 

 

Figure 7: Facebook Data Collection Algorithm 
 

We filtered out Arabic comments to ensure that all comments we retrieve are either in 

English or Arabizi. We also filtered out comments that contain name tags only. We 

exported around 110,000 comments that also went through pre-processing stages:  

1. Delete all comments that contain links 

2. Shuffle the data  

After doing so, we were left with 108,040 Facebook comments.  
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Chapter Five 

Results 
 

 

5.1 Entire Data Set 

 

Up to this point, we have an opinion lexicon, a classifier, and two neat data sets: 

Whatsapp (156,040 lines) and Facebook (108,040 comments). Finally, we tested both 

data sets against our classifier on a server cluster. We deployed the classifier and the 

lexicon on the server and ran the tests over 20 super computers in parallel. Each data set 

took less than an hour runtime to complete the classification. In the following table we 

present the distribution of the classified sentences for both data sets.  

 
Whatsapp Facebook 

Number of Lines 156040 108040 

Positive Sentences 48254 45566 

Negative Sentences 14343 11494 

Neutral Sentences 93443 40980 

Number of Words 477547 615379 

Positive Words 40666 63427 

Negative Words 22046 30992 

Neutral Words 312084 395421 

Positive Emojis 11187 12133 

Negative Emojis 1675 2133 

Number of laughs 14238 9535 

Interrogative Sentences 20347 8980 
 

Table 5: Classification Results 

 

The classification of sentences for Whatsapp data is: 48,254 positive, 14,343 negative, 

and 93,443 neutral of which 20,347 are interrogative sentences. For Facebook data: 

45,566 positive, 11,494 negative, and 40,980 neutral of which 8,980 are interrogative 

sentences. In the following figures, we present the percentage distribution of our results 

in graphs. 
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Figure 8: Entire Data Set Sentence Classification Results 

 

Figure 9: Entire Data Set Word Classification Results 

 

Figure 10: Emoji Distribution 
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Figure 11: Laughs and Interrogative Sentences 

 

We can observe that most of the emoji’s are positive, and the most used emoji in 

Whatsapp is this  with a 10,100 count.  

 

5.2 Word Coverage 

 

To calculate the classification accuracy and coverage, we took a small sample of the 

labeled data and checked it manually.  

 

Whatsapp Facebook 

Lines 828 308 

Interrogative 126 27 

English 113 61 

Arabizi 589 220 

Unique Words 464 440 

Table 6: Sample Data 

 

We took two small data samples: 0.5% of the entire Whatsapp data set (828 lines) and 

0.3% of the entire Facebook data set (308 Lines) for manual checking. Those small data 

samples make around 300 pages that have to be checked manually. Out of the 828 

Whatsapp lines, 71% (589 lines) are Arabizi; and out of the 308 Facebook comments, 
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also 71% (220 lines) are Arabizi. The remaining 29% are either English or interrogative 

sentences, that were not included in calculating the error.  

From the Arabizi sentences, we counted 464 unique Whatsapp words and 440 unique 

Facebook words, disregarding laughs and stop words. We classified the error into four 

categories:  

1. False Positive: Words that are neutral but were classified as positive.  

 Rou7e/ go (feminine) = Rou7e/ my spirit (my love): WSD 

2. False Negative: Words that are neutral but were classified as negative. 

 3and/ at = 3anad/ stubborn  

3. False Neutral: Words that are either positive or negative but were unclassified. 

 Ro3ob/ horror: Not in the lexicon 

4. False Pos/Neg: Words that are positive but classified as negative or vice versa. 

 Nawar/ rude = nawar/ enlight  

 

Words from the 1
st
, 2

nd
, and 3

rd
 categories lead to less overall sentence classification 

error; however, words from the 4
th
  category affect the overall sentence classification 

score since they invert the polarity of some words. In the following, we present the error 

distribution in tables and figures. 

 

Whatsapp Facebook 

Arabizi 589 220 

Unique Words 464 440 

False Positives 21 19 

False Negatives 24 28 

False Neutral 27 41 

False Pos/Neg 2 6 

Table 7: Word Error Distribution 
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Figure 12: Word Error Distribution 

 

The word error is 20% sharp in both data-sets with only 1% of the false pos/neg 

category. Thus, we can state that our method is 80% accurate on the word level. The 

word coverage in the sample data sets are presented in the figure below.  

 

 

Figure 13: Word Coverage Distribution 
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Facebook Sample Data: 

440 unique words 

286 words (65%) Neutral, of which 25 words (9%) are Error  

91 words (21%) Positive, of which 4 words (4%) are Error 

63 words (14%) Negative, of which 2 words (6%) are Error 

6 words (1%) are Pos/Neg Error 

 

The word coverage is the number of correctly classified words over the total number of 

unique words.   

(Neutral words – error) + (Positive – error) + (Negative – error)/ unique words 

Whatsapp:  

(309 Neutral + 95 Positive + 38 Negative)/464 unique words = 95% coverage.  

Facebook:  

(261 Neutral + 87 Positive + 61 Negative/440 unique words = 93% coverage.   

 

In the next section we will present the results of sentence sentiment classification. On a 

side note, we scratched out curses from the sample data set; we counted around 25 

curses (3%) from both sample data sets.  

 

5.3 Sentence Sentiment Classification 

 

We took a smaller set of the labeled sentences and manually verified if they were 

classified correct. In the following tables we show the error distribution in each data set.  

Whatsapp Sentences Error Percentage 

Neutral 69 14 20% 

Positive 62 8 13% 

Negative 19 6 30% 

Total 150 28 18% 

Table 8: Whatsapp Sentence Error Distribution 
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Facebook Sentences Error Percentage 

Neutral 22 13 50% 

Positive 60 9 15% 

Negative 18 1 5% 

Total 100 23 23% 

Table 9: Facebook Sentence Error Distribution 

 

The total sentence classification error rate was 18% for Whatsapp data and 23% for 

Facebook data, which relatively makes sense since the word error rate is 20%. The 

following is a figure presentation of the sentence error distribution. 

 

Figure 14: Sample Data Classification Accuracy 

 

We observed that our classifier works best for short textual message, which is why it 

performed better on Whatsapp data over Facebook data. The percentage of an error 

occurring in a long sentences is much higher than in short sentences e.g. 

Whatsapp: 

khair o barakeh 

[('khair', 'kheir', 'positive', 1), 'o', ('barakeh', 'berak[tn]?l?[nh]?a', 'positive', 1)] 

score:  2 

 

Facebook: 

Inta lama tahamouk enak men de3ich w2efna ma3ak w stankarna hal chi bas men ba3ed 

eli elto enta za3im da3ech 
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[(Inta, 'neutral'), ('lama', 'lom', 'negative', -1), ('tahamouk', 'te[7h]mik', 'positive', 1), 

('enak', 'neutral'), ('men', 'neutral'), ('de3ich', 'neutral'), ('w2efna', 'neutral'), ('ma3ak', 

'mou3ak', 'negative', -1), 'w', ('stankarna', 'neutral'), ('hal', 'helo', 'positive', 1), ('chi', 

'neutral'), ('bas', 'neutral'), ('men', 'neutral'), ('ba3ed', 'b3ed', 'negative', -1), ('eli', 'neutral'), 

('elto', 'neutral'), ('enta', 'neutral'), ('za3im', 'neutral'), ('da3ech', 'neutral')] 

score:  -1 

 

 

5.4 Discussion 

 

We tested our classifier on several data sets. First we tested it on large Whatsapp and 

Facebook Arabizi corpuses of 156,040 and 108,040 lines and comments respectively. 

The classifier classified 31% of the total lines positive and 9% negative from the 

Whatsapp data set, and 46% positive and 12% negative from the Facebook data set. We 

took two small data samples and checked them manually. We exported 828 Whatsapp 

lines from the classified set, of which 589 are Arabizi, and 308 Facebook comments of 

which 220 are Arabizi. Since our method is word-level sentiment analysis, we manually 

checked for both the word coverage and the overall sentence classification. We 

identified 464 and 440 unique words from the 589 Whatsapp lines and the 220 Facebook 

comments respectively. We distributed the error into 4 categories: False Positive, False 

Negative, False Neutral, and False Pos/Neg. The overall error rate for both data sets is 

20% making up a total of 80% word classification accuracy. Also, our lexicon proved to 

be comprehensive with a word coverage of 95% and 93% for Whatsapp and Facebook 

respectively. As for the sentence classification accuracy, we took 150 and 100 labeled 

lines of Whatsapp lines and Facebook comments; the error rate was 18% and 23% 

respectively. The error was highest in classifying negative sentences for the Whatsapp 

data set and highest in classifying neutral sentences for the Facebook data set. We 

observed that our classifier performed better in Whatsapp data since sentences are 

shorter that those of Facebook.  
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We compared our work to [9], because it is the only paper we found that addresses 

sentiment analysis for informal Arabic; informal Arabic using Arabic letters, not 

Arabizi. Although the nature of the data used is different than Arabizi, but it may be the 

closest to our data since both are informal and they share some challenges such as 

exaggeration and lack of POS tagging. The sentiment analysis approach they used 

differs from our lexical-based approach where they used Naïve search and a learning 

Naïve Bayes classification; however the corpus they collected is also from Facebook. In 

their classification approach they used a set of phrases that was manually extracted from 

two Facebook data sets of 13,752 and 8,526 posts. We note that their classification is 

sentence level; word phrases containing one or two words determine the polarity of the 

sentence. Therefore, their classification accuracy and coverage is measured for the 

overall sentence. Unlike our lexical-based approach, we created a word list lexicon and 

measured the coverage for words and the accuracy for both words and sentences. We 

would also like to note other differences; their corpus is not exclusive to a certain 

dialect, it contains posts in Lebanese, Egyptian, Syrian, Iraqi, Libyan, Algerian, 

Tunisian, Sudanese, and Saudi. Also, their classifier is trained to tag posts with: positive, 

negative, dual (contains both positive and negative), and spam. The table below shows 

the results of their first method: Naïve Search. 

 

 Coverage Accuracy 

Data Set 1 (13,3752 posts) 49.5% 83.4% 

Data Set 2 (8,526 posts) 49.4% 78.2% 

Table 10: Naive Search results from related work 

 

In their other method, Naïve Bayes, they created two setups; each setup being a Boolean 

vector to denote the presence of the following elements.  

Setup 1: negative phrase, negative emoticon, positive phrase, positive emoticon, spam, 

and manual tagging (negative, positive, neutral, spam, or dual).  
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Setup 2: negative phrase, negative emoticon, positive phrase, positive emoticon, and 

subjectivity.   

The following table shows the accuracy results of both those setups.  

 Setup 1 Setup 2 

Data Set 1 (13,3752 posts) 60.5% 88.2% 

Data Set 2 (8,526 posts) 58.3% 90.4% 

Table 11: Naive Bayes results from related work 

 

Although the word phrases are collected from the data sets and our lexicon is created 

from an external resource, we can conclude that the result of our sentence classification 

accuracy is so similar to the results of the Naïve search approach that they used. Our 

overall sentence classification accuracy is 82% for Whatsapp and 77% for Facebook. 

The Naïve Bayes approach classification accuracy results in Setup 2 is similar to our 

results in the first data set and better by around 8% in the second data set.      
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Chapter Six 

Conclusion 
 

 

In this work we presented a proof of concept to a question that has never been addressed 

before, analyzing sentiment of the informal language Arabizi in Lebanon.  We applied a 

lexical-based classification, where we created a novel lexicon of opinion Lebanese 

dialect Arabizi words. The lexicon is made up of 9,745 words of which 3,775 are 

positive and 5,970 are negative. The words in the lexicon are written using regular 

expressions to match over 50,000 words. The lexicon was not created in an automated 

fashion, we chose a list of positive and negative words in English, converted them to 

Lebanese dialect Arabizi, added other common Arabizi words, and conjugated all the 

words manually. We created a word-level sentiment classifier that classifies each word 

in a sentence as positive, negative, or neutral and set weight on words, polarity. Positive 

words have a score of +1, negative words -1, and neutral words 0. The polarities of the 

signed words increase or decrease based on a set of rules. Following is a summary of the 

classifiers task:  

1. Classifies interrogative sentences.  

2. Classifies any sort of laughter.  

3. Classifies intensifiers and changes the polarity of the next signed word accordingly.  

4. Classifies negations and inverts the polarity of the next signed word accordingly. 

5. Normalizes words with exaggerations and modify polarity of the word accordingly.  

6. Increases the polarity for words containing exclamation marks accordingly. 

7. Matches words that are similar to the ones in the lexicon but written differently.  

8. Classifies positive and negative emojis.  

9. Strip prefixes from words and checks them.  

 

We collected 156,040 Whatsapp lines and 108,040 Facebook comments and tested them 

on our classifier. We took a small sample of the classified data and verified it manually. 

The classification accuracy was 82% for Whatsapp and 78% for Facebook. The word 
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coverage was 95% and 93% for Whatsapp and Facebook data sets respectively. We 

divided the error into 4 categories: false positives, false negatives, false neutral, and 

false pos/neg and observed that most of the error lies in the third category false neutral, 

or words that were unclassified. Therefore, we believe that expanding the lexicon will 

result in better classification. Our classifier performed better on Whatsapp data because 

the lines are shorter than those of the Facebook comments. We also observed that 

Lebanese people do not tweet in Arabizi, they either tweet in English or Arabic. We 

found out that Arabizi data in Facebook is likely to be found in pages that contain posts 

written in Arabic; people comment in English for posts posted in English Virgin Radio 

Lebanon. We also found that users tend to use positive emojis way more than negative 

emojis in both Whatsapp and Facebook media with above 80% positive emojis in both 

datasets.  We compared our results to a different work where they also classify informal 

Arabic in social media, but using a different approach. They manually collected word 

phrases from two different Facebook data sets and then classified each data set using the 

collected word phrases. They used two approaches Naïve search and Naïve Bayes; in the 

Naïve search, the sentence sentiment classification results are 83% and 78% which are 

almost the same as our results 82% in Whatsapp data and 77% in Facebook data, 

however their data is from Facebook only. In the Naïve Bayes, they denoted two 

different setups that produced different results. We compared our work to the setup that 

produced the best results which were 88% and 90% leading our data results by 8%.   

 

I would like to mention that we wanted to compare this work to a different approach, but 

unfortunately it did not work. We wanted to try transliterating Arabizi to MSA, use a 

state of the art Arabic sentiment analysis to classify the transliterated text such as ArSenl 

[13], and compare the results with our direct Arabizi sentiment classification. However, 

Arabizi transliteration fails to convert dialectal words to formal Arabic, instead the 

informal words are transliterated as is to Arabic.  All Arabizi transliteration tools are 

designed for live word by word transliteration; they are not designed for entire document 

transliteration Yamli, Microsoft Maren, and Google Ta’areeb. So we downloaded a 

Maren plugin for the web and tweaked it to be able to transliterate entire documents but, 

as expected, the transliterated text was either wrong or informal Arabic. Not being able 
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to run sentiment classification for informal Arabic, we decided not take this approach 

any further e.g. 

Hahaha balad felten sar l byeswa wl ma byeswa hamel sleh w 3amel zalame ya 3ayb 

choum 

 هاهاها بلد فالتن سار بيسوا وال ها بيسوا حول صله دبليو عاهل ظالم يا عيب شن
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Chapter Seven 

Future Work 

 

 

We plan to expand our lexicon in an automated way from online data to support more 

common words in Lebanese and other Arabic dialects as well such as Egyptian, Gulf 

Arabic, and Tunisian. In this work, we applied a lexical-based classification and we 

defined a set of challenges, section 3.3. 

We were able to deal with a number of those challenges such as word conjugations, 

affixes, negation, intensifiers, interrogative sentences, code switching, exaggerations, 

and similar words. However, the remaining challenges are Word Sense Disambiguation, 

opposite orientation, sarcasm, and no opinion words, which require some sort of 

artificial intelligence. They can be approached using different methods such as Machine 

Learning and Neural Networks. A direct extension of our work includes developing 

machine learning classifiers for Arabizi using the Naïve Bayes or the SVM algorithm. 

Our plan is to create a hybrid approach that utilizes the lexical-based classifier to label 

data instead of manual labeling or use a machine learning classification to expand our 

lexicon automatically from collected data.   
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Appendix A 

Lexicon Samples 

 

A. 1.  Positive Lexicon  

 

(2e|e)?n2ablna 

(2e|e)?n2abal 

(2e|e)?n2abalit 

(2e|e)?t2ablol?[hnwy]?a 

(2e|e)?t2abal 

(2e|e)?t2abalet 

(2e|e)?t2abal[tn]?el?[hk]on 

(2e|e)?t2abal[nt]?l?ak 

(2e|e)blo[ln]eh? 

(2e|e)belet 

(2e|e)blo[nt]?l?[nhwy]?a 

(2e|e)bl[tn]l?ak 

(2e|e)bl[tn]?el?[whk]on 

ma2bouleh? 

mnet?2bal[hk]?on 

mnet?2abal 

mnet?2balh?a 

b[ty]?et?2bal 

b[ty]?et?2bal[hnwy]?a 

b[ty]?et2abal[kywh]?on 

b[ty]?et?2balak 

bt?et?2baloneh? 

ye[tn]?2abal 

ne[tn]?2abal 

bt?e[tn]?2abal 

te[tn]?2abal 

yot?2bal 

yot?2bal[nhw]?a 

yot?2balak 

yot?2bal[hk]?on 

yot?2balneh? 

tot?2bal 

tot?2bal[nhwy]?a 

tot?2balak 

tot?2bal[wyhk]?on 

tot?2balbeh? 

mnot?2bal 

mnet?2bal[hk]?on 

mnet?2balak 

mnet?2abalh?a 

not?2bal 

not?2balh?a 

not?2balak 

not?2bal[hk]?on 

 

mkayfen 

kayaf 

kayafna 

kayafet 

bet?kayf 

tekyef 

ykayef 

menkayef 

nkayef 

 

(2i|i)[mn]bisat 

(2i|i)?[mn]basatel[hk]?on 

(2e|e)?[mn]basatet 

(2e|e)?[mn]basatl?[hn]a 

(2e|e)?[mn]basatelak 

mabsot 

mabsotin 
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b[ty]?e[nm]?bost 

b[ty]?o[nm]?bostleh? 

b[ty]?o[nm]?bostlak 

b[ty]?o[nm]?bostl[hk]?on 

b[ty]?o[nm]?bosetl[hn]a 

yo[mn]boset 

yo[mn]bosetleh? 

yo[mn]bosetl[nh]?a 

yo[mn]bositlak 

yo[mn]bositl[hk]?on 

to[mn]boset 

to[mn]bosetleh? 

to[mn]bosetl[nh]?a 

to[mn]bositlak 

to[mn]bositl[hk]?on 

mno[mn]boset 

mno[mn]bosetlh?a 

mno[mn]bosetlak 

mno[mn]boset[hk]?on 

no[mn]boset 

no[mn]bosetlh?a 

no[mn]bosetlak 

no[mn]boset[hk]?on 

 

(2a|a)7ab 

(2a|a)7babi 

ma7abeh? 

7ob 

7abob 

7abobeh? 

7aboben 

7abet 

7abay[nt]?ak 

7abay[nt]?e[hnwy]?a 

7abay[nt]?e[whky]?on 

7abt?neh? 

7obiyeh?   

7abibet 

7abibteh?   

7abibt?[hn]?a  

7abibt?[hk]?on  

ma7bob 

most7ab 

most7abeh? 

ma7boben 

bet?n?7eb 

bet?7ibak 

bet?7ib[wyhk]?on 

bet?7ib[hnwy]?a 

b[ty]?en7ab    

bet?7bneh? 

yen?7eb 

y7eboneh? 

y7eb[hwn]?a 

y7ebak 

y7eb[hkw]?on 

mou7ib  

mou7ibin 

mn?en7ib 

men7ib[hk]?on 

men7ibak 

men7ibh?a 

nen?7eb 

n7ebh?a 

n7ebak 

n7eb[hk]?on 

 

fehem 

mafhomeh? 

met?fahmen 

met?fahim 

fhem[nt]?[hnwy]?a 

fhem[nt]?[hwyk]?on 

fahmen 

fahmenin 

fhemet 

b[yt]?et?fham 

b[ty]?e[tn]?faham 

b[ty]?et?faham[wyhk]?on 

b[ty]?et?fhmneh? 

b[ty]?et?fahamak 
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b[ty]?et?faham[wynh]?a 

yet?fham  

yet?fhamak 

yet?fham[whn]?a 

yet?fham[ln]?eh? 

yet?fham[whk]?on 

yin?faham 

tet?fham 

tet?fhamak 

tet?fham[whk]?on 

tet?fham[whny]?a 

tet?fham[ln]eh? 

tin?faham  

fahamet 

faham[nt]?[whny]a   

faham[nt]?[hkwy]?on  

mnet?feham 

mnet?fhamak 

mnet?fahmh?a 

mnet?faham[hk]?on 

net?feham 

net?fhamak 

net?fahmh?a 

net?faham[hk]?on 

 

manti2 

manti2iyeh? 

manti2eyen 

 

me7rez 

me7rzen 

7arzen 

b[ty]e7erz 

ye7roz 

te7roz 

 

A. 2.  Negative Lexicon  

 

sha7atok? 

mash7oten 

mash7oot 

sha7at 

sha7atneh? 

sha7atn?ak 

sha7atn?[kwhy]?on 

sha7atn?[hwy]?a 

b[ty]?ensho7et 

b[ty]?sh7atak 

b[ty]?sh7at[hnwy]?a 

b[ty]?sh7at 

b[ty]esh7atneh 

b[ty]?esh7at[kwhy]?on 

btnsho7et 

ysh7atak 

ysh7at 

ysh7at[hn]a 

ysh7ato 

yesh7atneh 

yesh7at[kwhy]?on 

ynsho7it 

tsh7atak 

tsh7atneh? 

tsh7at[wkhy]?on 

tsh7ato[whny]?a 

mnsh7atak 

mnsh7at[kh]?on 

mnensha7at 

mnensha7ath?a 

nsha7atna 

nsha7atet 

nsh7atak 

nenshe7it 

 

(2a|a)herneh? 
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(2a|a)hro 

(2a|a)hart?neh? 

(2a|a)har[nt]?ak 

(2a|a)har[nt]?[hwk]?on 

(2a|a)har[tn]?[hwyn]?a 

n2aharet 

n2ahar 

n2aharna 

ma2hour 

ma2houren  

b[ty]?en?2oher 

b[ty]?e2herneh? 

b[ty]?e2ehrak  

b[ty]?e2ehr[nh]?a 

b[ty]?e2her[wkhy]?on 

ten?2oher 

yon?2oher  

mnen2oher  

nen2oher 

 

(2e|e)?z3al 

za3len  

za3lenin  

za3al[nt]?[htnw]?a 

za3al[nt]?[tkhwy]?on 

za3alt?[ln]?eh? 

za3al[nt]?ak 

mza3alt?[ln]eh? 

mza3l[nt]?[kwyh]?on 

mza3l[tn]?[hnwy]?a 

mza3lik 

mza3alo 

b[ty]?z3al 

b[ty]?za3ln?eh? 

b[ty]?z3l[kwy]on 

b[ty]?z3l[nh]a 

b[ty]?za3lak  

tez3al 

tze3al[hnwy]?a 

tza3lak 

tza3ln?eh? 

tza3l[khwy]?on 

yez3al 

yeze3al[hn]a 

yeza3lak 

yeza3ln?eh? 

yeza3l[khw]?on 

mnet?z3al 

mnze3alh?a 

mnza3lak 

mnza3l[kh]?on 

net?z3al 

nze3alh?a 

nza3lak 

nza3l[kh]?on 

 

3asab 

3asabet?neh? 

3asbe[tn]?[kwh]?on 

3asabe[tn]?[wnh]?a  

3asabiyeh?  

3asabet 

3asb[tn]?ak 

bt?3aseb 

bt?3asbak 

bt?3asebneh? 

bt?3asb[hnw]?a 

bt?3asb[khwhy]?on 

y3aseb 

y3asbak 

y3aseb[khw]?on 

y3aseb[hnw]?a 

y3asebneh? 

t3aseb 

t3asbak 

t3aseb[khw]?on 

t3aseb[hnw]?a 

t3asebneh? 

mene3aseb  

mn3asbak 

mn3aseb[khw]?on 

mn3asebh?a 
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n3aseb 

n3asbak 

n3aseb[khw]?on 

n3asebh?a 

 

zaha2an 

zah2anin 

zaha2 

zhe2et 

zaha2[tn]?ak 

zaha2[tn]?[ywkh]?on 

zah2t?[ln]eh? 

zah2[tn]?[whny]?a 

bt?zahe2 

bt?zahe2[wykh]?on 

bt?zahe2o[whn]?a 

bet?zah2ak 

yzahe2 

yzahe2[hkw]?on 

yzahe2[hn]?a 

yzahe2ek 

yzahe2neh? 

tzahe2 

tzahe2[hkw]?on 

tahe2[hn]?a 

tzahe2ek 

tzahe2neh? 

mnezahe2 

mnezahe2h?a 

mnezahe2[hk]on 

mnezahe2ak 

nezahe2 

nezahe2h?a 

nezahe2[hk]on 

nezahe2ak 

 

(2a|a)rfen 

(2a|a)rfeneen 

(2a|a)raf 

(2a|a)rafneh? 

(2a|a)raf[nt]?[khwy]?on 

(2a|a)raf[nt]?[hwyn]?a 

(2a|a)raf[nt]?ak 

(2a|a)2raf 

2refet 

mou2rif  

mou2rfin 

t2aref[wnh]?a 

t2aref[hwky]?on 

t2arfak 

t2aref[ln]eh? 

y2aref 

y2arefak 

y2aref[hk]?on 

y2aref[hwn]?a 

y2aref[ln]eh? 

bt?2arif 

bt?2arfo[ln]eh? 

bet?2arf[hwk]?on 

bet?2arf[nhw]?a 

bet?2arfek  

mne2raf 

mn2aref[hk]?on 

mn2arefh?a 

mn2arefak 

mn2arefa  

ne2raf 

n2aref[hk]?on 

n2arefh?a 

n2arefak 

n2arefa    

 

(2i|i)jram 

(2a|a)jramna 

(2a|a)jramet 

mijrem 

mijermen 

mijermeh? 

mn2ajrem 

n2ajrem 
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Appendix B 

Classification Samples 

 

B. 1.  Whatsapp Samples 

 

Doz fout hjom hahah 

[('Doz', 'neutral'), ('fout', 'neutral'), ('hjom', 'hajam', 'negative', -1), ('hahah', 'laugh', 1)] 

Neutral 

 

Khawife karen 

[('Khawife', '(kh|5)awaf[nt]?[hnwy]?a', 'negative', -1), ('karen', 'neutral')] 

score:  -1 

 

Gd9 ya awedim 

[('Gd9', 'neutral'), 'ya', ('awedim', 'awadem', 'positive', 1)] 

score:  1 

 

Ghareeeb 

[('Ghareeeb', '(gh|8)areb', 'negative', -2)] 

score:  -2 

 

khair o barakeh 

[('khair', 'kheir', 'positive', 1), 'o', ('barakeh', 'berak[tn]?l?[nh]?a', 'positive', 1)] 

score:  2 

 

Hahahaha 

[('Hahahaha', 'laugh', 1)] 

score:  1 

 

Khalas 7a ente7ir fo2 menno betbatil tghar w meno betjib 85 

[('Khalas', '(kh|5)alis', 'negative', -1), '7a', ('ente7ir', '(2e|e)?nte[7h]ar', 'negative', -1), 

('fo2', 'neutral'), ('menno', 'neutral'), ('betbatil', 'b[yt]?ebtel', 'negative', -1), ('tghar', 

't(gh|8)ar', 'negative', -1), 'w', ('meno', 'neutral'), ('betjib', 'neutral'), '85'] 

score:  -4 
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Badna kaleb ha2i2e :p 

[('Badna', 'neutral'), ('kaleb', 'kalb', 'negative', -1), ('ha2i2e', '[7h]a2i2eh?', 'positive', 1), 

(':p', 'positive emoji', 1)] 

score:  1 

 

3ala albikk:( 

[('3ala', 'neutral'), ('albikk:(', 'negative emoji', -1), ('albikk:(', 'neutral')] 

score:  -1 

 

hahaahha (y) 

[('hahaahha', 'laugh', 1), ('(y)', 'positive emoji', 1)] 

score:  2 

 

Ok metl ma badkon 

['Ok', ('metl', 'neutral'), ('ma', 'valence shifter'), ('badkon', 'neutral')] 

Neutral 

 

Thxx babyy 

[('Thxx', 'thx', 'positive', 1), ('babyy', 'neutral')] 

score:  1 

 

Khalik barra ya kalb 

[('Khalik', 'neutral'), ('barra', 'neutral'), 'ya', ('kalb', 'kalb', 'negative', -1)] 

score:  -1  

 

Mmm taib wait la ift7 hotspot laken 

[('Mmm', 'neutral'), ('taib', 'taybe', 'positive', 1), ('wait', 'neutral'), 'la', ('ift7', 'neutral'), 

('hotspot', 'neutral'), ('laken', 'neutral')] 

score:  1 

 

Hala2 inta rooh shoof w sawwer w zabet se3er 

[('Hala2', 'neutral'), ('inta', 'neutral'), ('rooh', 'neutral'), ('shoof', 'shifa', 'positive', 1), 'w', 

('sawwer', 'neutral'), 'w', ('zabet', 'zabtit', 'positive', 1), ('se3er', 'neutral')] 

score:  2 

 

Alah y3afeki 

[('Alah', 'neutral'), ('y3afeki', 'y3afik', 'positive', 1)] 

score:  1 
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B. 2.  Facebook Samples 

 

eh w byetla3 aktar bs la2ene me7terme 7ale ma rh 2oul aktar men hek :) 

['eh', 'w', ('byetla3', 'b[ytw]ola3', 'positive', 1), ('aktar', 'neutral'), 'bs', ('la2ene', 'neutral'), 

('me7terme', 'mou[7h]taram', 'positive', 1), ('7ale', '7elo', 'positive', 1), ('ma', 'valence 

shifter'), 'rh', ('2oul', 'neutral'), ('aktar', 'neutral'), ('men', 'neutral'), ('hek', 'neutral'), (':)', 

'positive emoji', 1)] 

score:  4 

 

allah yer7amo w ykater men amselo 

[('allah', 'neutral'), ('yer7amo', 'yer7am', 'positive', 1), 'w', ('ykater', 'neutral'), ('men', 

'neutral'), ('amselo', 'neutral')] 

score:  1 

 

ra23 <3 

[('ra23', 'ra2e3', 'positive', 1), ('<3', 'positive emoji', 1)] 

score:  2 

 

 

Adel yalatiff cho asseh . Bass helweh hal soura 

[('Adel', 'neutral'), ('yalatiff', 'stress'), ('cho', 'neutral'), ('asseh', 'neutral'), '.', ('Bass', 

'neutral'), ('helweh', '[7h]elweh?', 'positive', 2), ('hal', 'helo', 'positive', 1), ('soura', 

'neutral')] 

score:  3 

 

Ktir mnih.... ye3ni sar fi may....tayyib laych ba3doun 3am yo2ta3owa 3an el byout ??? 

Kello mafiyet..... 

[('Ktir', 'stress'), ('mnih....', 'mneh', 'positive', 2), ('ye3ni', 'neutral'), ('sar', 'neutral'), 'fi', 

('may....tayyib', 'neutral'), ('laych', 'neutral'), ('ba3doun', 'b3adt?[ln]eh?', 'negative', -1), 

('3am', 'neutral'), ('yo2ta3owa', 'neutral'), ('3an', 'neutral'), 'el', ('byout', 'neutral'), ('???', 

'neutral'), ('Kello', 'neutral'), ('mafiyet.....', 'neutral')] 

score:  1 

 

Ba3dkon mousirin 3a hal so2al lghabe :p w ma aghba mino ila Mustafa Almaani wle 

fas3oun min int  7aram fi neis ma 3arfa hala shou 

[('Ba3dkon', 'bay3ad[nt]?l?[hkwy]?on', 'negative', -1), ('mousirin', 'mosiren', 'positive', 

1), '3a', ('hal', 'helo', 'positive', 1), ('so2al', 'neutral'), ('lghabe', '(gh|8)abeh?', 'negative', -

1), (':p', 'positive emoji', 1), 'w', ('ma', 'valence shifter'), ('aghba', 'aghbeya', 'positive', 1), 

('mino', 'neutral'), ('ila', 'neutral'), ('Mustafa', 'neutral'), ('Almaani', 'neutral'), ('wle', 

'neutral'), ('fas3oun', 'neutral'), ('min', 'neutral'), ('int', 'neutral'), '', ('7aram', '7arame', 
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'negative', -1), 'fi', ('neis', 'neutral'), ('ma', 'valence shifter'), ('3arfa', 'neutral'), ('hala', 

'helo', 'negative', -1), ('shou', 'neutral')] 

Neutral 

 

wal3ani bil jnoub? nshala yarab tehda ba2a .. hk fhemta 

[('wal3ani', 'wel3aneh?', 'positive', 1), ('bil', 'neutral'), ('jnoub?', 'neutral'), ('nshala', 

'nsahel', 'positive', 1), ('yarab', 'neutral'), ('tehda', 'neutral'), ('ba2a', 'neutral'), '..', 'hk', 

('fhemta', 'fahamet', 'positive', 1)] 

score:  3 

 

hayda bi trablos deyman mobdi3in :p 

[('hayda', 'neutral'), 'bi', ('trablos', 'neutral'), ('deyman', 'daman', 'positive', 1), ('mobdi3in', 

'mobed3en', 'positive', 1), (':p', 'positive emoji', 1)] 

score:  3 

 

Bteswo jazameh ma btefhamo bl abraje ma tektbo 

[('Bteswo', 'neutral'), ('jazameh', 'neutral'), ('ma', 'valence shifter'), ('btefhamo', 

'b[ty]?e[tn]?faham', 'negative', -1), 'bl', ('abraje', 'neutral'), ('ma', 'valence shifter'), 

('tektbo', 'neutral')] 

score:  -1 

 

Nshala bdlak mbsot ya baykkk 

[('Nshala', 'nsahel', 'positive', 1), ('bdlak', 'neutral'), ('mbsot', 'mabsot', 'positive', 1), 'ya', 

('baykkk', 'neutral')] 

score:  2 

 

Zaaaaaalme wala azka mn kl e5wetou 

[('Zaaaaaalme', 'neutral'), ('wala', 'neutral'), ('azka', 'azkya', 'positive', 1), 'mn', 'kl', 

('e5wetou', 'neutral')] 

score:  1 

Eno bte2ra 8alat enta katben tasade la mohawalet tasalol sho 5ass sha3eb soree hasastne 

balacho dabeh feyon 

[('Eno', 'neutral'), ('bte2ra', 'neutral'), ('8alat', '8alet', 'negative', -1), ('enta', 'neutral'), 

('katben', 'neutral'), ('tasade', 'neutral'), 'la', ('mohawalet', 'neutral'), ('tasalol', 'neutral'), 

('sho', 'sohi', 'positive', 1), ('5ass', 'neutral'), ('sha3eb', 'neutral'), ('soree', 'neutral'), 

('hasastne', 'neutral'), ('balacho', 'bale[sc]h', 'positive', 1), ('dabeh', 'dabe[7h]', 'negative', -

1), ('feyon', 'neutral')] 

Neutral 

 




